Holistic Biomass Transport Model for Sustainable Development of Cellulosic Biofuel
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Abstract
Sustainable development of the cellulosic biofuel sector will require biomass supply strategies that can minimize the cost of cellulosic biomass. While the conversion cost of cellulosic biofuel has come down significantly in the last decade, there has not been as significant change in biomass cost. Several studies have provided optimization models for minimizing biomass cost. However, most of the existing models have focused on a modelling approach to optimize a single component of biomass cost, using an integrated biomass transportation model. While separate studies have provided a model on farmer supply response that includes farmer participation and the incentives offered by biorefineries. However, there is a gap in understanding the linkage between transport cost, farmer participation and farmer incentives on biomass cost. As a result most optimization models available in literature are focused on reducing biomass transport cost. This study shows that a strong linkage exists between biomass transport cost and incentives offered to farmers. A holistic biomass supply model is developed that incorporates an integrated biomass transportation model, as well as the relationship between farmer incentives and farmer participation using data from some recent surveys. The holistic model enables a trade-off between increase in incentives and reduction in transport cost. This will help companies develop sustainable long term supply contracts between biorefineries and farmers. The study shows that biorefineries that focus on minimizing biomass cost through optimization of transport cost alone, without considering its relationships with farmer supply response will incur 15 to 20% higher biomass cost.
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1. Introduction
Bioenergy has attracted increasing investments and support in last decade, as a result of growing emphasis towards energy security (Percebois, 2007), and reduction in greenhouse gas (Macedo, Seabra, & Silva, 2008). Greater emphasis is now been placed towards advancement of second generation biofuel produced from cellulosic biomass. Cellulosic biomass is primarily agricultural waste (e.g., corn stover, sugarcane bagasse, straws, etc.), forestry residues (e.g., sawdust, logging residue, etc.) or energy crops (e.g., switchgrass, elephant grass, short-rotation woody crops, etc.). For instance, the US targets to produce 76 billion litres of biofuels per year by 2022, which will require about 200 million dry tonnes of biomass annually (Biomass Research and Development Initiative (BRDI), 2008; Wilhelm et al., 2011). Corn is by far the largest source of agricultural residues for cellulosic biofuel production in the US (Turhollow et al., 2014).

Unlike corn grain that is stored and transported over a long distance economically (Attavanich et al., 2013), long distance transportation of biomass is not yet considered feasible (Axelsson et al., 2012; Jenkins et al., 1998; Preto, 2007; Marvin et al., 2012), and large scale biomass storage over a long time period is a challenge (Rentizelas, Tolis, & Tatsiopoulos, 2009). These supply chain constraints coupled with variation in biomass supply will require biorefineries to develop supply chain strategies that minimize biomass cost through a holistic evaluation of trade-offs.

While, more than 70% agriculture waste based biomass is collection and transport (Perlack & Turhollow, 2003; Tokgoz et al., 2005; Petrolia, 2008), the other 30% includes grower payments for the value of removed nutrients and incentive (Turhollow et al., 2014; Perlack & Turhollow, 2003; Tokgoz et al., 2005; Carriquiry, Du, & Timilsina, 2011; Hettenhaus, Wooley, & Wiselogel, 2000; Maker, 2007; Petrolia, 2008). Incentives allow farmers to generate returns on their investment, and vary with the changes in biomass market structure and regional
supply demand dynamics (Thompson & Tyner 2014; Petrolia, 2008; Maker, 2007). Studies focused on farmer supply response and participation have found that a strong relationship exists between farmer participation and farmer incentive (Louis, 2001; Tyndall, Berg, & Colletti, 2011; Thompson & Tyner, 2014).

Several studies have developed biomass cost optimization models, using an integrated biomass transportation model (Perlack & Turhollow, 2003; Tokgoz et al., 2005; Carriquiry, Du, & Timilsina, 2011; Hettenhaus, Wooley, & Wiselogel, 2000; Maker, 2007; Petrolia, 2008). Recent advances include optimization of the entire biofuel supply chain (Haque et al., 2014; Lamers et al., 2015; Arnold & Yildiz, 2015). However, there is a gap in literature in understanding the linkages between transport cost and farmer supply response. Through this study a holistic biomass supply model is developed that incorporates an integrated biomass transportation model, as well as the relationship between farmer incentives and farmer participation using data from some recent surveys (Louis, 2001; Tyndall, Berg, & Colletti, 2011; Thompson & Tyner, 2014). The holistic model enables a trade-offs between increase in incentives and reduction in transport cost.

The model developed through this study will further advance study on optimal supply market structures that could address variation in stover supply, and alternative feedstock availability. These will allow biorefineries to minimize biomass cost and develop optimal supply chain designs. While the model developed through this study is focused on agricultural waste (corn stover), the theoretical framework is applicable to other sources of agricultural waste based biomass.

2. Method

Agriculture waste based biomass costs can be divided into fixed and variable costs (Haque et al., 2014; Jenkins & Sutherland, 2014; Griffith, Haque, & Epplin, 2014; Thompson & Tyner, 2014). Fixed costs are largely independent of variations in biomass yield, while variable costs vary with biomass yield:

Variable Costs

Biomass Transport Cost per unit biomass (VTC) is dependent on the biomass yield in the supply region and varies with changes in biomass yield density (Thompson & Tyner, 2014). Incentive to farmers N is the farmer share of profit and varies with the changes in market structure and regional supply demand dynamics (Thompson & Tyner, 2014; Petrolia, 2008; Maker, 2007).

Fixed Costs

Cost of biomass harvesting, biomass storage and handling are considered largely fixed as they are independent of biomass yield density (Alfonso et al., 2009; Thompson & Tyner, 2014; Carriquiry, Du, & Timilsina, 2011; Hettenhaus, Wooley, & Wiselogel, 2000; Maker, 2007; Petrolia, 2008). Studies have shown that removal of agricultural waste often result in increased use of fertilizers to compensate the loss of nutrition, and to maintain soil organic carbon (SOC) (Wilhelm et al., 2011; Wilhelm et al., 2007; Graham et al., 2007). Farmers would therefore expect compensation for the biomass in proportion to the increased cost of fertilizer to supply an indifferent amount of nutrition. While nutrient replacement cost would vary with fertilizer prices (Manos et al., 2007; Huang, 2009; Srivastava, 1993), it is independent of variations in biomass yield (Wilhelm et al., 2007; Wilhelm et al., 2011; Turhollow et al., 2014; Perlack & Turhollow, 2003; Graham et al., 2007), and hence used as fixed cost for this study for simplicity without loss of generality.

Incentives

Incentives offered to farmer for supply of the cellulosic biomass is an important component of this overall biomass strategy. Farmers expect incentives that allow them to generate returns on their investment for collection and transport of biomass (Thompson & Tyner, 2014). As a result a strong relationship exists between farmer participation and farmer incentives, as higher incentives enable more farmers to overcome the barriers to market entry and participate (Louis, 2001; Tyndall, Berg, & Colletti, 2011; Thompson & Tyner, 2014). As farmer participation increases, biomass transport cost reduces, due to increased availability of biomass and the corresponding reduction in supply radius required. Biomass cost is therefore

\[
\text{Biomass Cost} = \text{Transport Cost} + \text{Incentives} + \text{Fixed Cost}. \tag{1}
\]

2.1 Biomass Transport Cost (VTC)

Several studies have provided a general framework for determining weighted average biomass transport cost per unit biomass (VTC) when the biorefinery is located at the centre of a circular region as shown in Figure 1 (Overend, 1982; Jenkins & Sutherland, 2014; Walla & Schneeberger, 2008).
Due to variations in biomass yield density, supply radius will vary (Figure 1b).

Using the framework from previous studies, weighted average biomass transport cost per unit biomass (VTC) is expressed as

\[
\text{Biomass Transport Cost} = (14.23 \, \tau \, \beta \, (\theta \, \phi \, M)^{-0.5} \, S^{0.5}),
\]

where:

- \( \theta \): region (measured in degree of the angular area) of biomass supply
- \( \phi \): farmer participation rate
- \( \tau \): Tortuosity Factor or ratio of actual road distance to straight line distance
- \( \beta \): unit transport cost of stover ($ \text{t}^{-1} \text{km}^{-1}$)
- \( S \): biorefinery capacity (t yr\(^{-1}\))
- \( M \): biomass yield density (t ha\(^{-1}\))

Since biomass yield density varies year to year, biomass transport cost at time \( t \) (VTC), for a given biomass yield density \( M_t \) is derived through manipulations of equation 2 as:

\[
\frac{VTC}{VTC_{avg}} = \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{\frac{VM_t}{S} + 1}} - 1 \right)
\]

Using equation 3, change in biomass transport cost as a result of changes in biomass yield density is simulated in Figure 2a. Variations in biomass transport cost vs. biomass yield density are then simulated by using collectable corn stover yield density in the county of McClean, IL USA for 1990-2013 (Figure 2b).

---

**Figure 1.** Biorefinery supply region to meet capacity requirements

**Figure 2.** (a) change in biomass transport cost vs. change in biomass yield density. (b) Variations in stover yield density \( M \) vs. biomass transport cost. The solid blue line is collectable stover yield density \( M \) for the county of McClean, in Illinois US for 1990-2013 (\( \phi = 25\% \), \( S = 500\text{kt yr}^{-1} \)). Dotted red line is the corresponding stover transport cost.
Using results of Figure 2b, RSD (Relative Standard Deviation) of biomass transport cost is compared with RSD of biomass yield density. It is found that variation in biomass transport cost is less than variations in yield density (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Relative Standard Deviation of biomass transport cost vs biomass yield density, based on stover yield density for the county of McClean, in Illinois US 1990-2013 (farmer participation = 25%, Biorefinery Size = 500kt yr⁻¹)

2.2 Farmer Incentive

Studies show that a relationship exists between farmer participation $\phi$ and farmer incentive $N$ (Louis, 2001; Tyndall, Berg, & Colletti, 2011; Thompson & Tyner, 2014). Higher incentives enable more farmers to overcome the barriers to entry. Because Taylor series polynomial is capable of approximating any relationship, the relation between farmer participation $\phi$ and farmer incentives $N$ can be represented as

$$\phi(N) = \phi(a) + \phi'(a) \frac{N^1}{1!} + \phi''(a) \frac{N^2}{2!} + \phi'''(a) \frac{N^3}{3!} ...$$

(4)

where $\phi$ is the farmer participation for a given incentive $N$. Obviously, the simplest case is when $\phi(N)$ can be approximated by a linear function of $N$.

The empirical relation between $\phi(N)$ and $N$ is then derived using data from the survey results of a study in a US corn district of Iowa (Thompson & Tyner, 2014). Based on regression analysis of $\phi(N)$ and $N$ (Figure 4), it is found that Taylor series approximation to include only the first-order derivative could explain majority variations within the elastic region. Hence, a linear approximation of equation 4 is used such as

$$\phi = b N.$$  

(5)

![Farmer Participation vs. Incentive N](image)

Figure 4. Farmer Participation $\phi$ vs. Incentive $N$, based on J. L. Thompson et al. (Thompson & Tyner, 2014). Linear approximation of data within the elastic limit is shown by the dotted red line.

3. Integrated Biomass Cost Model

Using Equation 2 to 5, with some manipulations biomass cost is derived as
\[ \text{Biomass Cost} = \left( 14.23 \tau \beta \left( b M (b N) \right)^{-0.5} S^{0.5} \right) + \frac{N}{C} + \frac{(FC)}{\beta} \]  

where:

Term A: Transport cost

Term B: Incentive

Term C: Fixed cost

Equation 6 shows that the relationship exists between biomass transport cost and farmer incentives. To further understand the relationship between biomass transport cost, incentives, and biomass yield density, Equation 6 is simulated for different values of incentive \( N \), and biomass yield \( M \) (Figure 5).

Figure 5 shows that for any given value of \( M, S \) there constitutes an incentive \( N \) that results in lowest biomass cost. This point of minimal biomass cost will be reached when \( \frac{\partial BC}{\partial N} = 0 \) and \( \frac{\partial^2 BC}{\partial^2 N} > 0 \).

\[ \frac{\partial BC}{\partial N} = -\left(14.23 \tau b (q M)^{-0.5} (bN)^{-1.5} S^{0.5}\right)0.5 b \ + \ (1 + v s) \]  

\[ \frac{\partial^2 BC}{\partial N^2} = \left(14.23 \times 1.5 \tau b (q M)^{-0.5} S^{0.5}\right)0.5 b^2 (bN)^{-2.5} \]  

Since \( (M, S, b_1, \tau, \beta, \theta > 0) \), \( \left( \frac{\partial^2 BC}{\partial^2 N} > 0 \right) \).

Solving equations 7 and 8, we derive the optimal incentive \( N \) that results in minimum stover cost to biorefinery as

\[ N = 3.69 \left( \frac{(1) \beta^2 S}{\theta M b} \right)^{0.33} \]  

Equation 9 is then simulated using 2000-2014 corn stover yield density for corn producing county of McLean in Illinois, US (Figure 6). While Figure 6 provides the optimized incentive for each year and varies due to variation in biomass yield density, biorefineries may choose to contract at a fixed incentive structure. Using a non-optimized incentive could result in a significant loss for biorefinery (Figure 6b). This is because at below optimum incentives, farmer participation is significantly reduced, resulting in significantly high transport cost, while at higher than optimal incentive the increased cost of incentive is not justified by the reduced cost of biomass transport cost.
4. Conclusions

Biorefineries and farmers venturing into the cellulosic biofuel industry will require supply chain design that minimizes biomass cost. Previous studies have focused on using an integrated transport model for optimizing biomass cost. Other studies have provided the intricate relationship between farmer participation and the incentive offered for this biomass. This study integrated these models and a holistic biomass model is created. It is found that an intricate relationship exists between biomass transport cost and farmer incentive, and that minimal biomass cost for sustainable development of cellulosic biofuel can only be achieved by considering the trade-off between biomass transport costs and the biomass incentives offered to farmers.

Biorefineries that focus on minimizing biomass transport cost alone, or only focus on minimizing incentives, without considering the intricate relationship between biomass transport cost and incentives will end up paying a 15 to 20% higher biomass cost. In developing long term supply contracts between biorefinery and farmers, managers should consider optimizing the trade-offs between biomass transport costs, incentive to farmers, farmer participation, variation in stover supply, biorefinery size, and alternative feedstock availability.

Study results for one of the major corn producing counties in US shows that supply variations in corn stover is as high as 28% based on last 15 year yield data. Biomass transport cost is a significant component of biomass cost and corresponding variations in biomass transport cost as a result of these variations is 16%. Biorefineries will require market supply strategies and supply chain designs to mitigate the impact of these variations. Further studies are needed to understand the impact of biomass supply deficit as a result of these large variations and supply market structures and contracting strategies between biorefineries and farmers that can mitigate risks associated with supply variations.
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